
The Cuba Collection  
Upcoming Exhibition 
508 Gallery is bringing Cuba's finest art to 
London this November 
23rd November – 7th December 2019 

508 Gallery, 508 Kings Road SW10 0LD 

 
 

ABOUT 

The Cuba Collection was founded to assist contemporary Cuban artists in the exhibition and sale of 
their work in the United Kingdom. The collection consists of carefully selected emerging Cuban talent. 

THE ARTISTS  

The exhibition will showcase over 20 pieces from several selected artists all of which will be the first 
time their work has been shown in the UK. The work varies in style and covers a large range of the 
visual art that can be found in Cuba’s flourishing art scene.  
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MORE INFO ON THE ARTISTS  

Yuniel Delgado - One of Cuba’s most upcoming artists he has exhibited in both New York and Miami 
previously. His style combines dark backgrounds with colorful abstract figures. 

Serlian Barreto - The youngest artist in the collection, he has won  national and international prizes 
for his work since graduating from art school. His work focuses on natural landscapes and animals. 
Most notably cactuses. 

Osy Milan - An established artist in Cuba, she has exhibited in several galleries across the US, Cuba 
and Europe. Her work has pop art-style tones and commonly features different types of birds as a 
symbol of journeys, covering a distance, and freely moving from one place to another. Something that 
is prohibited in Cuba. 

Jose Capaz - Another upcoming star in Cuba's art scene, his style varies from series to series. Works 
often contain large tongues in various settings. The piece on exhibition displays huge life like tongues 
in Cuba's national flower. 

Dayron Gallardo - The most established out of all of the artists on display, his work features 
fragmented landscapes imagined to be from other dimensions. A frequent exhibitor in Cuba his work 
belongs to many private collections across the globe.  

 

CONTACT/ENQUIRIES 

hello@508kingsroad.com / +44 (0) 20 3719 3109   

 

 


